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Specifications

Features
Camden Hills is an exceptionally inviting hand-scraped floor that fills a
niche between the traditional and the very rustic and timeworn—so it
appeals to a broader audience. The elegantly distressed linear scraping
has a smoother look that’s more refined than that of traditional scraping.
All boards are different—though they’re linear-scraped, there is no
visible repeat.
Camden Hills’ graceful texture combines with lustrous, warm colors
to accentuate the hickory grain of each plank. And the fineness of the
scraping further enhances the sculpted, contoured bevel edges.
•

4 distinctive, best-selling colors

•

Multi-step staining process creates rich, deep color

•

This Shaw product can be installed above, on or below ground level

•

All major installation methods may be used—nail, staple, glue, or float

Style
Thickness
Width
Species
Gloss Level
Janka Hardness Rating
Edge Description
End Description

SW433
1/2" (12.9mm)
5"
Hickory
20%
1657
Beveled
Beveled

*Cartons may include random lengths

This Shaw hardwood is warranted that the
face surface of this product will not peel off
or wear through for 50 years from the date
of purchase.
This product features ScufResist™
PLATINUM – Shaw's extremely wear
resistant UV cured polyurethane finish with
Aluminum Oxide designed to help resist
household scuffing on hardwood floors.

Colors
HIGH
VARIATION

This hardwood is rated High color and
character variation with distinguishable color
variation within each box. It is imperative that
hardwood planks from various cartons be
continually blended during installation to
insure optimum appearance.
This Shaw hardwood is approved for
installation over water type radiant heated
subfloors when installed as a glued or
floating floor. (Oak, Ash, Hickory or Walnut
veneer species only.)

191 Rawhide

314 Autumn Breeze
This Shaw hardwood meets the
GREENGUARD indoor air quality
requirements and is GREENGUARD
Children & Schools Certified.

This Shaw hardwood is Cradle to CradleCM
Silver Certified.

This Shaw product is Made in the U.S.A.

896 Western Sky

971 Lasso
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